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FOREWORD
 
This report is a technical summary of the progress made by the
 
Electrical Engineering Department, Auburn University, toward fulfill­
ment of Contract NASS-20104 granted to Auburn Research Foundation,
 
Auburn, Alabama. This contract was awarded April 6, 1965, by the
 
George C. Marshall Space Flight Center, National Aeronautics and
 
Space Administration, Huntsville, Alabama.
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SUMMARY
 
The investigation of an Improved Attitude Control System for an
 
orbiting space vehicle is presented in this report. A steering law
 
is developed which greatly reduces the cross-axis responses of the
 
system. The system stability is shown not to be adversely affected.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
 
SYMBOL DEFINITION
 
i, j General subscripts (range 1, 2, 3)
 
Bar above a letter indicates a vector
 
quantity
 
Cosine
 
Gi, G3 Compensation networks for the inner and outer
 
gimbal velocity servos, respectively
 
GCCU), Gec(3 ) Crossfeed compensation for the inner and
outer gimbal velocity servos, respectively
 
H Magnitude of the momentum of the CMG's
 
H T Total momentum vector of the CMG's
 
Hc Time integral of the attitude control system
 
moment command
 
HE 	 Error signal between Hc and HT 
[I] 	 Identity Matrix
 
J1 
=ll 
- Ng(l + Ng) JMR
 
J3 - - Sin 261[(JA33 + D- JA22 +
 
2 + 1J3+ JD Ao2 D
 
N JMR + JC33 + (JA33 + JD) Cos261
 
+ (JA22 + JR)Sin 261
 
J R Polar moment of inertia of the CMG wheel

about the 12A vector
 
JD 	 =-Polar moment of inertia of the wheel about
 
an axis perpendicular to the 12A vector
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SYMBOL 

JAl' 3A22' JA33 

JC33 

JER 

KSL 

MR 

Ng 

s 

S 

ITs 

6 1(j) 

63(j) 

j(j)' 3(j) 
'VA () 
DEFINITION
 
Polar moment of inertia of the inner 
_gimbal exclusive of the wheel about the 1
 
12A 13A vectors, respectively.
 
Polar moment of inertia of the outer gimbal
 
about the I3C vector.
 
Polar moment of inertia of the torque
 
motor rotor about its rotational axis
 
Gain Constant
 
Reaction moment of the CMG's on the base of
 
the vehicle
 
Gear ratio of the gimbal drives
 
Laplace operator
 
Sine
 
Steering Law
 
Inner gimbal angle of the jth CMG 
Outer gimbal angle of the jth CMG 
Time rate of change of angles 6 1(j) S3(j)
, 
Inner gimbal rate of the jth CMG with re­
spect to vehicle space
 
I. INTRODUCTION
 
One of the primary objectives of the Apollo Telescope Mount (ATM)
 
Mission is to increase the knowledge of the solar environment. The
 
ATM is a manned solar observatory from which solar data may be ac­
quired and solar experiments performed. With the ATM in earth orbit,
 
the experimenter is free to perform experiments in an essentially
 
atmosphere-free environment. The basic configuration includes an
 
Apollo service and command module, an S-IVB workshop, a multiple
 
docking adapter, and the ATM rack as shown in Figure 1. (I )
 
The desired experiment conditions necessitate highly accurate
 
pointing requirements. These pointing requirements must be maintained
 
by the control system when the system is under the influence of both
 
external and internal torques such as gravity gradient and aerodynamic
 
torques or astronaut motion.
 
For the pointing control subsystem, roll is defined as the angular
 
rotation about the line-of-sight from the ATM rack to the center of
 
the sun with pitch and yaw being the small deviations of the ATM rack
 
with respect to this line of sight.
 
The Control Moment Gyro (CMG) control system for the ATM rack was
 
chosen principally because of performance benefits with regard to the
 
effective compensation of cyclic disturbance torques such as gravity
 
gradient and aerodynamic torques and with regard to the dynamic
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characteristics of the system. A passive control system (gravity
 
gradient, for example) would not, in general, have the required
 
accuracy and would not develop sufficient torques to meet the dynamic
 
performance requirements. Also during periods when the experiment
 
optics are exposed, use of the CMG pointing control subsystem pre­
vents possible optics contamination that could occur from the ex­
haust of a reaction jet control system. However, the reaction jet
 
control system of the Lunar Excursion Module could be utilized for
 
a coarse control system and could also be available for use in CMG
 
momentum desaturation.
 
The CMG is basically a gimbaled wheel rotating at a constant
 
speed which provides a constant angular momentum and is capable of
 
having a variable orientation with respect to the spacecraft. A
 
moment is imparted to the vehicle by causing a change in the direction
 
of the constant momentum.
 
Two of the primary design requirements of the attitude control
 
system for the Apollo Telescope Mount are; (1) the minimization of
 
the cross-axis response and, (2) the maximization of the direct-axis
 
bandwidth.
 
II. DERIVATION OF REACTION MOMENT EQUATIONS
 
The CMG is a two degree of freedom gyroscopic device as shown
 
schematically in Figure 2. It consists of a constant speed wheel
 
held in a housing referred to as the inner gimbal. The inner gimbal
 
is coupled to the outer gimbal by the pivot designated as (1). The
 
(1) pivot is perpendicular to the momentum vector of the wheel. The
 
pivot designated as (3) couples the outer gimbal to the base of the
 
CMG. The (3) pivot is perpendicular to the (1) pivot.
 
There are 3 spaces which will be used in the derivation of the
 
reaction moment equations of the CMG. These are shown in Figure 2 and
 
are
 
1. Inner gimbal space, A-space, designated by 1A, 12A' and 13A* 
2. Outer gimbal space, C-space, designated by 1 c, T2C, and T3 C. 
3. Base space of the CMG, B-space, designated by 11B 12B and

, 

1 3B*
 
The CMG cluster showing the mounting planes and the positive
 
directions for the gimbal angles is shown in Figure 3. The reaction
 
moment of a cluster of ideal CMG's can be expressed in inertial space
 
as:
 
dtf
 
dt I-space
 
where an ideal CMG is defined as having instantaneous control loops
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and no inertia reaction moments. This may be written, in vehicle space,
 
as
 
NV d- +- V
dtx
V
 
In A-space, the reaction moment may be expressed as: 
MRv= - !a4) + A x HA + wv x% 
j=l dtA A'j) 
The inertial velocity, IV is nominally zero. The wheel speed is a 
constant so that 
dH
A
 
dtA
 
Thus, the expression for the reaction moment may be written as:
 
3 
v -- - j=l7 VACj) x H(j 
The transformation matrix from A to C space is
 
1110(j) 1H0C0) lA(j) HAQ 
" 20(j) = 0 GC6 1 (j) _S61(j) H2A(j) =[A] HAj 
".
30(j) L 61 (j) 061(j: LJA(i) L3Aj 
where C's and S's represent cosine and sine terms, respectively.
 
The transformation matrix from C to B space is
 
7l~j 7 FGj
63Q63(j) 63l(j) 
H2B~) = 63(j) C63(j) 0 HCj B Cj
1 1
113B(j) 0 0- H3C(j)H 30(j) 
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The transformation from A to B space is then:
 
22~j [A]H AJ1-BI 
where
 
C63 (j) 
-S 63(j)C61(j) S63(j)S61(j) 
[B] [A] = S63(j) C63 (j)C -C3(j)S6
L 
j )  6i( l (j )
 
610j) 
 60
 
Also,
 
IA(j) 2A(j) HCj)" 
With this relationship, the reaction moment applied by the jh CMG
 
on its base may be expressed as:
 
"RIB Qj -$ 63(Q)$S61(j) 0 C61(0) C63(i) Ql~) 
HR2B(j) = H(j) CS3(j)S61&() 0 Cl(j)63(j) 0 
"R3B(j) -C61(j ) 0 0 63(j) 
From Figure 3, the relationship between the reaction moment in
 
base space to vehicle space is as follows:
 
#1 CMG 
L z 1 0o 
MRYV 0 M2
]

'RZV 0 -0 1 M3
 
9KRV0 -.1 MRlE] 
MR = 1 0 MR2B
 
MRZV 1 0 0 MR

#3 CMGMRV 
3B 
10 0Ml
 
NRHV 0 0 -1 M2
 
LMRZV 0 1 0KM3i 
From these relationships, the reaction moment of the cluster on the
 
vehicle may be determined as:
 
RXV = R2B(l) - NR3B(2) + MRIB(3) 
MRYV = MR1B(1) + MR2B(2) - MR3B(3)
 
MRZV =-MR3B(1) + NRIB(2) + MR2B(3)
 
Expanding and collecting terms, the relationship between the reaction
 
moments and the gimbal rates may be written as
 
I I1(3)= I i() i(2) 3(1) 63(2) 63(3) ]T 
where ( JT denotes the transpose and JA] is given by
 
C63(1)) 6l (1) C61(2) -S 63(3)S61(3 ) C61() S3 (i) 0 C61(3)C63(3) 
-$63 (i) $61 (1) C63(2)$S1(2) C61(3) C61 (1)C63(1) CI(2)S3 (2) 0 
C61(I) -$63(2)$16(2) C06 3 (3)S61 (3) 0 C61 (2)C63(2) C61(3)$63(3)
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The six CMG gimbal rates are commanded based on information
 
obtained from body mounted sensors. This three-dimensional information
 
must then be used to provide the gimbal rates which provide the desired
 
reaction moment to counteract the disturbance moment. The transforma­
tion that gives this six-dimensional command vector from the three­
dimensional sensed information is called the steering law. In equation
 
form, this may be written as:
 
*61(1)c 
1(2)c 
-ITs 
63(1) C 
63(2)C 
fMCyV 
L 
M 
zy 
3(3)C 
where ITs] is the steering law.
 
III. NORMAL MODE OF OPERATION
 
Cross--Product Steering Law
 
A careful examination of the expression for the reaction moment
 
reveals that compensation for a disturbance torque can be accomplished
 
by rotating the CMG momentum vector in the direction of the disturbance
 
torque. Based on this, a steering law of the following form can be
 
postulated:
 
WVAG)C = 
SL 12A(j)X aTV
 
where wVA(j)C is the commanded jth CMG momentum vector rate relative
 
to vehicle space
 
KSL is a constant
 
Sth
 
I2A(J) is the unit vector along the spin vector of the jth CMG
 
a is a vector based on sensed information and indicates the
 
direction of the disturbance torque.
 
Reference 12] derives the expression between the commanded gimbal
 
rates and the commanded moment. This relationship is
 
61(1)c -c63(l)sS(l) 	 S6(l)s6(l) -C6(() Mcxv
 
C6 3 (2)S6 1 (2) S6 3 (2)S61 (2) Hc0 V
1(2)C -c61(2) 
1(3)C $ 6 3 (3)s 61 (3 ) -CSI(3) -C63(3)S61(3) Mczv 
a3(1)C -S63(1) -C63(l) 0 
63(2)C 0 -S63(2) -C63(2)
 
63(3)C -C63(3) 0 -S3(3
)
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This steering law is referred to as the Cross-Product Steering Law.
 
If used directly for control of the CMG cluster, the Cross-Pro­
duct Steering Law would be an open-loop scheme, and as such, would be
 
unsatisfactory. A CMG cluster control law which provides closed-loop
 
control of the cluster is developed in Reference [2]. This cluster
 
control law is referred to as the H-Vector cluster control law.
 
In this scheme, the moment command is integrated and compared with
 
the angular momentum of the vehicle. The Cross-Product Steering Law
 
then determines the six CMG gimbal angle rates required to drive the
 
momentum error vector to zero. A single-axis block diagram of a CMG
 
with the H-Vector control law is shown in Figure 4.
 
Figures 5, 6, 7, and 8 show, respectively, a momentum command
 
for the x-axis, the CMG response for the x-axis, the momentum due to
 
cross-coupling into the y-axis, and the momentum due to cross-coupling
 
into the z-axis.
 
CMG Direct-Axis Bandwidth
 
The bandwidth of the CMG is an important quantity. In order
 
to compensate adequately for disturbance torques, the bandwidth must
 
be sufficiently large. Amplitude-frequency characteristics of a CMG
 
are shown in Figure 9. The data for this curve was taken with the
 
outer gimbal at 00 and the inner gimbal at +45'. The input was a
 
sinusoidal signal to the inner gimbal rate loop. Because of the non­
linearities of the CMG, this does not represent a true frequency
 
response. The data represents the ratio of the peak input signal to
 
MG
gt Li.itergSteering 
law Dynamics 1(j),. 
63(j) 
Ha 	 Momentum
 
Resolution
 
Figure 4. 	Single-Axis CMG Block Diagram 
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the peak output signal. As shown in Figure 9, the bandwidth is approxi­
mately 2.5 Hz.
 
Cross-Axis Response
 
An ideal steering law would determine the requirements necessary
 
in order to exactly compensate for the disturbance torques. For
 
example, for a disturbance torque in the x-axis only, in the ideal
 
case, no reaction torque would be generated on the y and z axes. How­
ever, the Cross-Product Steering Law is not ideal and does generate
 
reaction torques in other than the direct axis. Figures 10, 11, 12,
 
and 13 show the reaction torques in the y and z axes and the x and z
 
axes for a disturbance (initial condition in the x and y axes, respec­
tively).
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IV. CLAMPED MODE OF OPERATION
 
This section presents a different technique for operation of the
 
control system of the ATM. The technique consists essentially of
 
rigidly clamping the outer gimbals to the frame and using the inner
 
gimbals for dynamic control during certain periods of the flight,
 
such as.during the solar experiments. Prior to the the solar experi­
ments, the outer gimbals are oriented so as to satisfy some specified
 
criterion. This criterion will be discussed in a later section.
 
One of the'significant advantages of the clamped mode of operation
 
is that during the experimental periods when the outer gimbals are
 
clamped, the inner to outer gimbal cross-coupling nonlinearities are
 
eliminated. In addition, this method of operation ;esults in a
 
significant bandwidth increase for the control system.
 
From 13], the simplified equations for the dynamics of the inner
 
and outer gimbals of a CMG are:
 
(SJll + NgGI)61 - (H CosS1 - Gcc(l))63
 
NgGllIc - SJlWlclc - H Sin6lwlc2c + H COS lWlB3B
 
(H Cos6 1 - Gcc(3)) =
I + (sJ33 + NG3)3 3 3c
 
- H Cos61 clc - sJ3(olc2c - sJ2WlB3B 
24
 
1 
25
 
Assuming an input signal for Sle only, the transfer function from le
 
to 6 is
 
NgGi(S J 33 + NgG3)
 
lic A
 
where
 
A = J(SJ1 1 + NgGI) (sJ33 + N gGg) + (HCos6I - Gcc(1)(HCos&I - Gcc(3)] 
Optimal Steering Law
 
The equations for the reaction moment on the vehicle with the
 
gyros in the clamped mode of operation may be found from the equations
 
derived previously. With the outer gimbals clamped, the outer gimbal
 
rates 3(1)' 3(2), and 63(3) are zero. The equations for the
 
reaction moments, in matrix form, are:
 
S 61(1) C63(1) 061(2) - S61 63 ) S6 3 (J)(1 
MR = S61(1) SQ3(I) S61 (2) C63(2) 1 (3) 6.(2)ILMzC6l (i) 
- S61 ( 2 ) $63(2) S61(3) C63(1) 
The relationship between the commanded moment and the commanded
 
gimbal rates is
 
CZ]
61(2 

Assuming that the actual gimbal rates are equal to the commanded gimbal
 
rates, the relationship between the commanded moment and the reaction
 
moment is:
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JAI [TsI3MCY 
where IA] is the matrix relating the reaction moments on the vehicle
 
to the CMG gimbal rates. In order to optimally control the CMG cluster,
 
it is necessary that the reaction moment be equal to the commanded
 
moment. In equation form, this condition may be stated as:
 
[A] ITS] = II]
 
The steering law ITs] that satisfies this condition is given by:
 
ITS] = JA -', 
where - -- denotes the inverse. Assuming ITs] is of the form 
TF11 T12 T13
 
IT] = T21 T22 231
 
131 
the solution for the optimal steering law is:
 
Ti1 is62 +6
- $ 063(2) C63(3) S61 (3)+ S61(2) S63(2) C61(3)] 
T12 = [-C61(2) C63(3) S61(3) + S61(2) S63 (2)S'3 (3 ) S61(3)] 
T13 - [C61(2) C61(3) + $61(2) C63(2) 363(3) S6I(3)] 
T21 =1 [S3(l) S6 1 (1 ) 063(3) $61(3) + C61(1) C61(3)]
 
T22 -= IC63(l) S&1 (1 ) C3(3) $61(3) 4 C1(1) S63 (3) S61(3)1
 
T23 = -C63(1) S6l(1) C61(3) + S61(3) $'l(l) S63 ( 3 ) S61(3)]
 
T3 1 =A 6 3 (l) $61() S61(2) S 3(2) - C61(l) 1l(2) 063(2)] 
32 63(1) S61(1) $1(2) $63(2) -C6l() C61(2)] 
T3 3 =±J6 3 (l) $61(2) $61(l) 01(2)]$61(l) 3(3(2)l+S3(I) 
27
 
where
 
A =HI(C63(l) Sa(1) S6I(2) C63(2) CS3(3) 61(3) ) 
-(S63(l) S61(1) S61(2) S63(2) S63(3) S61(3))
 
+(C61(1) C61(3) C61(2p + (C61(1) S6l(2) C63(2) S63(3) S6l(3))
 
+(S(1(2) 833(2) C61(3)" C63(1) S61(1))
 
+(C63(3) S61(3) C61(2) S63(i) S6I(1)]"
 
CMG Direct-Axis Bandwidth
 
As shown previously, the direct-axis bandwidth of a CMG in normal
 
operation is approximately 2.5 Hz. Figure 14 shows the amplitude vs.
 
frequency characteristics of a CMG in normal operation and also for
 
a CMG in the clamped mode of operation [3]. The data for both curves
 
was taken with the inner gimbal at +45' and with the outer gimbal at
 
00. However, for the clamped mode of operation, the outer gimbal was
 
clamped to the frame. As in the previous case, the input was a sinu­
soidal signal to the inner gimbal rate loop, and the data represents
 
the ratio of the peak output signal to the peak input signal. As can
 
be seen in the Figure, the bandwidth of the 0MG is significantly in­
creased by clamping the outer gimbal to the frame. The bandwidth of
 
the CMG in the clamped mode of operation is approximately 5.9 Hz.
 
Cross-Axis Response
 
As stated previously, an ideal steering law would determine the
 
necessary requirements in order to compensate exactly for the distur­
bance torques. The Optimal Steering Law closely approaches the
 
Inner Gimbal at +45* 
Curve 1 (Unclamped) outer Gimbal at 0* 
4. 
- Curve 2 (Clamped) 
Bandwidth , 
S-8. 
-12. , 
-16. \\ 
11. 10. 
Frequency, Hz. 
Figure 14. Clamped and Unclamped CMG Amplitude-Frequency 
Characteristics 
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ideal situation as only small reaction moments are generated in other
 
than the direct axis. Figures 15, 16, 17 and 18 show the reaction
 
torques in the y and z axes and the x and z axes for a disturbance
 
(initial condition in the x and y axes, respectively).
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Figure 18. Reaction Moment, Z-Axis, Optimal Steering Law,
 
Clamped Mode, Y-Axis Initial Condition 
V. STUDY RESULTS
 
Dynamic Response Characteristics
 
Results obtained from simulation studies of the ATM system in
 
order to determine the dynamic response characteristics of the various
 
system configurations are presented in this section.
 
Normal Mode, Cross-Product Steering Law
 
There is one vehicle control loop for each of the three control
 
axes. A single-axis block diagram for one of the vehicle control loops
 
is shown in Figure 19. The vehicle control loop has a rate-plus­
position control law. As illustrated in Figure 19, the vehicle control
 
law output is processed and integrated in order to obtain the momentum
 
command for the inner loop. This command signal is compared to the
 
vehicle momentum and the error is used to generate the gimbal rates
 
required to provide the proper reaction moment on the vehicle.
 
Figures 20, 21, and 22 show the response of the x-axis of the
 
system, the y-axis of the system, and the z-axis of the system due
 
to an initial condition in the x-axis, the y-axis, and the z-axis,
 
respectively.
 
Clamped Mode, Cross-Product Steering Law
 
This section presents the results obtained from simulation studies
 
of the system with the CMG's in the clamped mode. For each of the
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Figure 19. Single-Axis Block Diagra, Cross-Product Steering 
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control axes, there is one vehicle control loop. A single-axis block
 
diagram for one of the vehicle control loops with the CMG's in the
 
clamped mode and using the Cross-Product Steering Law is shown in
 
Figure 23. A rate-plus-position control law is used for each of the
 
vehicle control loops. As in the previous case with the CMG's in the
 
normal mode of operation, the vehicle control law output is processed
 
and integrated to obtain the momentum command for the inner loop. This
 
momentum command is compared to the actual vehicle momentum and the
 
difference is used to provide the proper reaction moment on the vehicle.
 
Figures 24, 25, and 26 show the response of the x-axis, the y­
axis, and the z-axis of the system due to an initial condition in the­
x-axis, the y-axis, and the z-axis, respectively.
 
Clamped Mode, Optimal Steering Law
 
Results are presented here which were obtained from simulation
 
studies of the ATM system using the Optimal Steering Law with the
 
CMG's in the clamped mode of operation. As in the previous system con­
figurations, there is one vehicle control loop for each of the control
 
axes. The cluster control law used for this system configuration is a
 
Moment Control Law. A block diagram for one of the vehicle control
 
loops with the CMG's in the clamped mode of operation and with the
 
Optimal Steering Law is shown in Figure 27. A rate-plus-position
 
control law is used for each of the vehicle control loops. For this
 
system configuration, the vehicle control law output is processed in
 
order to obtain the moment command for the inner loop. This moment
 
command is compared to the actual moment and the error is used,
 
Vehicle Control Cros oduct CMG'Clamped 
Law Processor s Steering Law Mode
 
Rate + Position 
 Vehicle
 
Vehiele Control Law Dynamics r 
Figure 23. 
 Single-Axis Block Diagram, Cross-Product Steering

Law, Clamped Mode 
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together with the Optimal Steering Law, in order to provide the proper
 
reaction moment on the vehicle.
 
Figures 28, 29, and 30 show the response of the x-axis of the
 
system, the y-axis of the system, and the z-axis of the system due to
 
an initial condition in the x-axis, the y-axis, and the z-axis, re­
spectively.
 
System Comparison, Direct-Axis Response
 
As can be seen from Figures 20, 24, and 28, the response of the
 
system with the CMGts in the clamped mode is superior to that of the
 
system with the CMG's in the normal mode of operation. Also, the
 
reaponae of the system with the CMG's in the clamped mode using the
 
Optimal Steering Law is better than the system response with the
 
Cross-Product Steering Law.
 
Table 1 lists the rise time (time for output to go from 0 to 90%
 
of final value), and the percent overshoot for each of the system
 
configurations.
 
System Comparison, Cross-Axis Response
 
Figures 10 through 13 and 15 through 18 show that the design
 
objective of minimizing the cross-axis response is virtually achieved
 
using the Optimal Steering Law with the system configuration having the
 
CMG's in the clamped mode of operation.
 
System Stability
 
This section presents the results of a study made in order to
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Optimal Steering Law Cross-Product Steering Law Cross-Product Steering Law 
Mode Normal ModeClamped Mode Clamped 
5.6 Sec.Rise Time 4.2 Sec. 4.5 Sec. 
32%
28%
% Overshoot 17.5% 

Table 1. Rise Time and Percent Overshoot for Various System
 
Configurations 
Hv== 2., yr--1., Iw.vr- 0. 
61(1) - 61(2) = 6j(0) = 0.deg. 
63(l) -.O5 deg., 83(2) = 2.56 deg., 83(3) -87.4 deg. 
H O., yv 2.j HzV "l" 
81(1) = 61(2) = 61(&) - 0. deg. 
6 3(l) = -87.h4 deg., 83(2) = -. 06 deg., 53(3) - 2.56 deg. 
Table 2. Two Outer Gimbal Location Criterion Solutions
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determine the stability characteristics of the system with the CMG's
 
in the clamped mode of operation.
 
Normal ModeQross-'Product Steering Law
 
In order to have a basis for comparison, a stability study was
 
performed on the system configuration with the Cross-Product Steering
 
Law with the CMG's in the normal mode of operation. The region of
 
stability for each axis was determined by finding the initial con­
dition for which the system response became unstable. The value of
 
initial condition for instability was found to be approximately .00275
 
rad. in the y-axis, and approximately .00125 rad. in the z-axis. The
 
system was stable for initial conditions up to .003 gad. in the x-axis.
 
No iniital conditions larger than .003 rad. were investigated.
 
Claaped 1ode Cross-Prdduct Steering Law
 
The stability regions for the system configuration having the
 
Cross-Product Steering Law with the CMG's in the clamped mode were
 
determined from simulation studies. Results show that the system
 
becomes unstable with an initial condition of approximately .00275
 
rad. on the r-axis, withr an initial condition of approximately .00175
 
rad. on the y-axis an4 with an initial condition of approximately
 
.00125 rad, on the z-axis.
 
Clamped M]ode' Optimal Steering Law
 
As for the previous system configurations, the stability regions
 
for the system having the Optimal Steering Law with the CMG's in the
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clamped mode of operation were determined from simulation studies.
 
Results show that the system was stable with initial conditions up to
 
.003 rad. on each axis. As stated previously, no initial conditions
 
larger than .003 rad. were investigated.
 
System Comparison
 
From the results of the previous section, it can be seen that
 
stability is not compromised by using the CMG's in the clamped mode of
 
operation. The region of stability for the system comfiguration having
 
the Cross-Product Steering Law with the CMG's in the normal mode is
 
very similar to the region of stability for the system configuration
 
having the Cross-Product Steering Law with the gyro's in the clamped
 
mode. The region of stability for the system configuration having the
 
Optimal Steering Law with the CMG's in the clamped mode is larger than
 
for the two other system configurations investigated.
 
Location of the Outer Gimbals for Clamping
 
In order to clamp the outer gimbals at locations which provide
 
maximum utilization of the system's capabilities, it is necessary to
 
develop a criterion for use in selection of the locations at which
 
the outer gimbal angles will be clamped.
 
The criterion selected is one which provides the maximum dynamic
 
range, with regard to gimbal angle travel, for the inner gimbals during
 
the clamped portion of the flight. However, for this criterion,
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there are possible momentum configurations for which this criterion
 
cannot be satisfied. No work has been done in determining the pro­
bability that the momentum configuration would be such that the cri­
terion could not be satisfied. A computer program has been developed
 
which determines from a properly specified momentum configuration the
 
locations at which the outer gimbals should be clamped in order to
 
provide maximum dynamic range for the inner gimbals during the clamped
 
portion of the flight. Table 2 (page 49) gives the values for two
 
possible momentum configurations and the associated inner and outer
 
gimbal locations which, for the given momentum configurations, satisfy
 
the previously discussed criterion.
 
Saturation Characteristics Study
 
This section of the report presents the results of a study made
 
in order to determine some of the dynamic characteristics of the system
 
with regard to saturation by applying a small biased torque. An
 
example of such a torque would be a gravity gradient torque. The
 
results give an indication of the time that the system with the CMG's
 
in the clamped mode would operate with a small disturbance torque
 
before becoming saturated. Figures 31 and 32 show the plots of one of
 
the gimbal angles versus time for a step disturbance torque on the x­
axis. These plots are for the system configuration having the Cross-

Product Steering Law with the CMG's in the clamped mode and for the
 
system configuration having the Optimal Steering Law with the CMG's in
 
the clamped mode, respectively.
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VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
 
The results show that the bandwidth of the system is signifi­
cantly increased by clamping the outer gimbals to the frame. This is
 
exemplified by the amplitude-frequency characteristics in the frequency
 
domain and the response curves in the time domain. The cross-axis
 
response is greatly reduced by using the Optimal Steering Law with
 
the system configuration having the outer gimbals clamped to the
 
frame. The results show, therefore, that clamping the outer gimbals
 
to the frame does provide a feasible approach for improving signifi­
cantly the system characteristics. The clamping of the outer gimbals
 
to the frame is also shown not to have an adverse effect on the system
 
stability.
 
Additional studies should be made in order to provide a more
 
complete investigation of the clamped mode of operation. Some of
 
the areas which should be futther investigated are (1) criterions
 
for selection of the location of the outer gimbals during the clamped
 
mode of operation, (2) the use of the H-vector control law for the
 
inner CMG loop in conjunction with the Optimal Steering Law, and (3)
 
the hardware requirements for implementation of the Optimal Steering
 
Law.
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Steering Law,'Normal-Mode
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PARAP INEPT)@EC6YCO., INFRTY=5243CCC., INERTZ=5090000.
 
INCCN Fl-IXIN'iC. ,PiIYIN=.C025,PI-IZIN=.0
 
INCCN PXCTLN=C. ,PYETIN=C. ,PZCTIN=C.
 
t-XCP'ND = INTGRL(O.,TX(C)
 
F-VCMNC = INTC-RL(C.-,TYC)
 
I-ZCWNC = INTGRL(c;.,TZC)
 
I-XCmCL = LIPIT(-8460., 8460. ,HXCMND)
 
F-YCMCL = LIPITt-8A6C.,8A6O. ,HYCMND)
 
I-ZCmLL = LIPIT(-8A6C.1j8460. ,IZCWNC)
 
I-XCNCE I-XCNDL - H-XV
 
I-YCV'CE = IYCNUjL - IFVV
 
I-ZCNCE H-ZCV'OL - I-ZV
 
1-XCCEL =LIt'IT(-140.,140.,I-XCWCE)
 
I-YCCEL LI$JIT(-14C.,140.,i-YCPCE)
 
I-ZCCEL =LINIT(-14C.,140.,FZCWCE) 
ECT1Ct .C0C5808*( (-CGS(CEL31R)*SIN(DELIIR)*H.XCDEL)+... 
(SIN(CEL31RV*SIN(CEL11R)*HYCCEL)+ C-COS(CELitR)* HZCCEL)) 
ECTI2C=.CCC5EOS1,*( (-CflS(fEL12R)*HXCUEL)4 (-CCS(DEL32RI*.. 
SIN(UEL12R)*F-YCOEL)-f(SIN(02L32R)*SIN(OELI2R)*H.ZCOEL)) 
[C113C=.COO5ECS*( (SIN(CEL33R)*SIN(DEL13R)* HXCOEL)+... 
(-CCS(CELI3R)*l-YCCEL)+(-COS(0EL334)*S!N(C'ELI3R)*HZCDEL)) 
ECT31C=.CC-05808*C(-SIN(DEI3tR)*HXCOFL). + C-CCS(OEL31R)*HYCCEL)) 
CCT32C= .C0G5808*((-SIN(CEL3-2R)*HYCDEL)+ (-CfS(OEL32R)*HZCDEL)) 
CCT33,C=.C005808*U-CCS(EL33R)*-XCDEL)4U(-SIN(CEL33R)*-ZCDEL)) 
ECT11R = LICT11C 
CCT12R = COT12C 
CCT13R =COT13C 
CCT3IR = 0131C 
ECT32R = C0132C 
ECT?3R =C0T33C 
CELl 1R= INTC-RL(O.CtLCT1IR t 
EELI2P= INTCRL(C.C ,CCT12R) 
CELI3R= INTCRL(C.CCCTI3IR) 
CEL31R = INTCRL(.7854,CDT31R) 
CEL32R INTCRL(.7854,CDT32R) 
CELII3R =INTC-RL(.785'i ,C6133R)
 
F-XV= 2e2c.*(COS(CEL31lR)*COS(CEL11R)-s1N (CEL12R)-..,.
 
SIN(CEL33RI# CCS(CEL13R) )
 
I-YV= 222C.*(-S!N(CEL31R).*CCS(CELI1R)+COS(0EL32R )*CCS(CEL12R)-...
 
SIN{CEL13R))
 
F-ZV'= 282C.*(-SIN(CEL11R)-SIN(CEL32R)#CCS(UELi2R)+.,.
 
cCCS( CEL332R) *COS (CEL 13R ):
 
PRX = (CCS(CEL31PV*SINCEL11R)*COTILR + COS(DEL12R)*CCTI2R
 
SIN(CEL33R).S-IN(CEL13R)*CDTI3-R)*2820.
 
PRY = (-SIN(CEL31R)*SLN(CEL11R)*DIJTI1R 4fjCOS(CELS12R)*..
 
SIN(CEL12R)*CDTI2R *.CCS(OEL13R)*C0113R )*2820.
 
*PRZ =CCCS(CEL11R)*CCT11R - SIN\(DEL32R)*SIN(IJELI2R)*COT12R+... 
CCS(CEL33R)4SIN(CEL13R)*COT13R1*2820.
 
CEL11h CELI1R*57.29578
 
CELI2= CELl2R*57.29578
 
CELt3If CELJ.3R*57.2S578
 
ELCII1=CCTI1R*57.29578
 
ELCT12=GCTI2R*57.29578
 
CLr[1 3 CT 13R* 57.2 S578
 
CEL3I=CEL31R*57.29578
 
CEL32=CEL32R457.2S578
 
CEL!3=EELJ3R*57.29578
 
I-YE = -FYV
 
1-ZE = -Z
 
IRXV=-NRX /INERTX
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IRYV=-PRY 

IRZV9-PRZ /IKERTZ
 
FFIXCT=IKTGRL(PXCTINtTRX\I.)
 
FFIX INTGRL,(PFIXINPFIXDTI
 
FFjYCJ=INTGRL(PYCTINTRYV)
 
FFIY = IKTGRL(PFIYINtPFIYD7)
 
PF17ET=INTGRL(PZC-Tl?\,vTRLV)
 
PF17 INTGRL(PFIZINiPFIZDTI
 
TXC -(200CCO.*PFIX , 4CCCCO.*PHIXDT)
 
TYC -(ACGCGO.*N-IY + 2COCGC0.*PHIYDT)
 
1ZC -(ICOCGOO.*PFIZ 4 33"CCCG.*PHIZDT)
 
PRINT TX(-gF.XCFDLIPXViFYEtFZEtDEL11-vCEL12,DEL13,DEL3ltDEL32PC-EL33'...
 
XCDELtf4RXiVRYMRZPFIXtPHIYIPFIZDDTIlCiCCT12CODT13C
 
FRTPLT TXCFXCVDLtFXViFYEtFZEiDELlltCEL12,DELI,2,CEL31PDEL32tGEL33 HXCCEL
 
PRTPLT VRX,'VR ,MRZtPFlXPPFIY-jP ,IZ
 
TIVER F INT . CELT=. 5-, PRDEL=. 5,,CLTDEL=. 5 
FINISF CEL11R=2.,CEL12R=2.,DEL13R-2.
 
VETFCC RKSFX
 
ENC 
STrp
 
ENCJCE
 
APPENDIX D 
Outer Gimbal Angle Criterion Solution Program
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C A PLANk C AI TnI 'Y]rrC S ApPyn FNn T- DATA 
1 	OPAP(R,? ) P-h%/,-IYVV.I4V
 
TF(blXV,Ffl..ANtP.FJV.F.O..AND.I-7V.EO.O.) C-f TO 100~
 
P = *fn~lfl
 
WPTrE (A, 11)
 
WPIhr (f ,A)
 
WPITF(r6,') PV\/,HvV,HZV,P
 
n F.-ttI=N p'
 
r)F~k1 7= ; 
FL'l = 10 
DRt ,=fl:t w
 
flELV'= FI -AWJ
 
H , IA fl 2 = (CCr, fpF It4W)I HVV f -Xv + TRiNDE L33"W)
 
nPt 1 1=ATAt!MI-Ikifl1
 
t-4~jl3(Cq(fr,3W)R7fl(HY\J + STN(OEL3IWfl
 
EL1 - '9)
2L',=ATAN CIIl 

1Nl3(CflCZ(flPI2111, 1 HXV)/(F7V + SIN(ODEL3?Wfl
 
t =TANII4
flFL 	 Il9)
 
-STtEL3w= 	 V)~lr~W 
HVr= CfS(EIJ1- L(Prf,31W) 
H7VC =CrnS(f'CL"fW) - S""(CEL3?W) 
TrrTi = *AQlCU-XV - H-XVC) 
Tr-qT9 ARS(H4V\ - 1-IVC) 
TEST' APCS( 'fly - H7VC'i 
1H Tr-' TJ .A?,FT.E..tf.PTE -flU TO 10) 
TF(T.rnf.1000() 'XC' Tfl 60 -
T =iTl 
kIJT f f ,2Wj0 r 1 
WpTTC(A,2f I
 
10 GO'NITTNYIF
 
IXVlC= Cnq (fI -L'I>) - S N( OFt 3U
 
HvvC = 'lf zjTj(nEL ?1W)
CC,(nS C 3?)
H7VC=Cflqf' JI2W)-stirLW 
WPTTF((,91 ) L4XVC ,HYV ,PjZvc
 
C-0 Tr)
 
rnCfDmAT(4F1f~.
 
r'jnpiA T ( / / ,'QV,' IHTI-r pjA T TAL[ MFNTIIM VALIJFS -ARFI
 
10O.4, 5X.i4PArr~lPfvr SPEC.= .9.6 
F 
.JFE- , IflYC'NFt',= , R.,4,MRH PrfPCFS I 
20 PC'A( t~-iI~rF ~t 1 fTVP THE FfllLflINfMlF!TJ VALUE 
I' FflWPAAT(/fFY,7HFLtl= , , 4,PH flEfiFE-CIIGX,?I-AOcL32= .,FR.4,8 pw 
' ~ 
?Ip FAT( / l9Y.&'I HXV= ,FIO.4,]OY,.6P- HYV= rl10.4,IOX,6H HZV= ,FI.0.4 
2?q rm.A/MAT( //,1RY9-IITHPt CALCIJIATFr) ATflLE' APEI 
2r FfDtT(/f,tC'Xtfl-dF-ATIEP Trl CPN\/FPGr ArF 1000 ITERATIONS) 
'6 pfl! VIA -TiN,(Yfu*******t*********t* 
100 qPoo 
